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Commas 2-5  Mixed 

Directions: Place commas where they are needed. Some sentences will be correct as they 
are written with no commas needed.  Write CORRECT if the sentence needs no 
commas. 

Example:   Thomas Edison who was a great inventor is remembered for several of the  
gadgets he created. 
Thomas Edison, who was a great inventor, is remembered for several of the  
gadgets he created.   

       
 
1) Well I’d like to have two of them but I can’t afford both. 

2) No matter what you’ve got to move on with your life. 

3) According to the doctor Juan is scheduled for a routine procedure. 

4) To break the seal required a jackknife. 

5) To break the seal I needed to use a jackknife. 

6) Dancing needless to say is great exercise. 

7) I’m moving to Washington D.C. which is where I was born. 

8) The friend who lives in Chicago is the one I’m visiting. 

9) Ten years for example is a long time to be dating! 

10) Dad who enjoys his coffee is being limited to two cups. 

 Stop here and check your work. 

11) Dogs that bite need to be kept tied up or in kennels.  

12) Usually we go to a “slow-food” restaurant. 

13) Don’t you think Son that you had better get your homework done? 

14) Living their dream became tedious and boring.  

15) Living their dream they spent every weekend maintaining and repairing their cottage. 

16) To maintain worker morale be sure to recognize employees for outstanding effort. 

17) Therefore begin your new life and start exercising! 

18) I like hip-hop; on the other hand I like jazz too. 

19) Zachary will you help me unload the dresser? 

20) My favorite dress which has to be dry-cleaned got splattered with mud. 
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Commas 2-5  Mixed 
Directions: Place commas where they are needed. Some sentences will be correct as they are written with no 

commas needed.  Write CORRECT if the sentence needs no commas. 

Example:   Thomas Edison who was a great inventor is remembered for several of the gadgets he created. 
Thomas Edison, who was a great inventor, is remembered for several of the gadgets he created.   

       

1) Well,  I’d like to have two of them, but I can’t afford both. 

2) No matter what,  you’ve got to move on with your life. 

3) According to the doctor, Juan is scheduled for a routine procedure. 

4) To break the seal required a jackknife.  correct 

5) To break the seal,  I needed to use a jackknife. 

6) Dancing, needless to say,  is great exercise. 

7) I’m moving to Washington D.C.,  which is where I was born.  

8) The friend who lives in Chicago is the one I’m visiting. correct 

9) Ten years,  for example,  is a long time to be dating! 

10) Dad,  who enjoys his coffee,  is being limited to two cups. 

 Stop here and check your work. 

11) Dogs that bite need to be kept tied up or in kennels. correct 

12) Usually, we go to a “slow-food” restaurant. 

13) Don’t you think,  Son,  that you had better get your homework done? 

14) Living their dream became tedious and boring. correct 

15) Living their dream,  they spent every weekend maintaining and repairing their cottage. 

16) To maintain worker morale,  be sure to recognize employees for outstanding effort. 

17) Therefore, begin your new life,  and start exercising! 

18) I like hip-hop; on the other hand,  I like jazz too. 

19) Zachary, will you help me unload the dresser? 

20) My favorite dress, which has to be dry-cleaned,  got splattered with mud. 

 


